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An Incredible Honor. An Incredible Year.
By Randy Burba, President
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Randy Burba

When I assumed the absolute honor of
IACLEA president in Phoenix last year,
I shared with you a vision to which I
remain committed, while also serving the
day-to-day needs and outstanding work of
our remarkable organization. That vision
included guiding a strategic goal and
long-discussed quest to position IACLEA
in our nation’s capital and enhance
the relationships and opportunities
that can only be accomplished by
being in proximity to our collaborating
organizations, federal agencies, and
lawmakers. This emphasis was
continuously communicated to colleagues,
peers, advocates, and legislators.
IACLEA is already seeing impact from
this decision: we were able to recruit and
position experienced full-time employees;
lead a highly successful effort for higher
education campus law enforcement during
Capitol Hill Day; and be specifically
invited to meet with the U.S. Secretary of
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Homeland Security as a representative of
all campus law enforcement.
During the course of the year, I
attended several regional and international
conferences. The personal honor I had
in representing IACLEA was rivaled only
by the appreciation of our regional and
international colleagues who expressed
the appreciation for our commitment to
attend and participate. They consider
it an invaluable gesture of our pledged
support. In every instance, the opportunity
to reinforce the immediate connectivity
between our members around the world
was incredibly inspiring.
Inwardly, we pursued new levels of
resources and advocacy for IACLEA’s
brand and mission. This is resulting in a
firm reinvestment of deliverables to our
members. We produced and presented
professional development webinars
through IACLEA’s Distance Learning
Unit. We expanded our social media and
communications efforts, as well as the
accessibility of the president, executive
director, and others among the IACLEA
family of professionals who have added a
critically important voice to the future of
campus safety through several mainstream
and non-academic media.
As a result, during my tenure I
worked with an extraordinary team
of professionals with diverse but
complementary talents, all of whom came
together to create new and expanded
resources, value, and access for IACLEA’s
nearly 3,000 members. That number is
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important, for it illustrates the breadth and richness of the
men and women who continue to dedicate themselves to the
highest principles in campus law enforcement. And it is why
IACLEA is the leading authority.
As my term as president comes to a close when we
gather in Milwaukee June 23-26, I am left with three very
powerful and lifelong impressions. First, to know what an
unequaled privilege it has been to serve every member of this
organization from such a singular position. Second, that I have
been able to contribute to the renewed efforts and energy
alongside such a magnificent group of colleagues among
the executive and professional staff and my fellow board
members—all while accomplishing so many key initiatives;

additionally, we preserved the traditions, achievements, and
momentum gifted to me by Past President Taylor. And, I
humbly offer the sum of these past 12 months in full support
of President Elect Bousquet as he prepares to take us to even
higher levels of success.
In closing, I must thank my families. First, my wife and
daughters for their love and support, which is of a form and
level truly unique to them. And, of course, to the family that
is the International Association of Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators–the brothers and sisters of IACLEA–I thank you
and wish you the very best and look forward to continuing in
service alongside each of you.

“When I turned over the leadership of IACLEA to President Burba
last year, we knew that there would be changes in the coming year
to institute our new Executive Director as the administrator of the
Association. Little did we know then how extensive these changes would
be and how rapidly they would occur! As President, Randy has been on
top of these changes and provided strong directed leadership to achieve
a remarkable change in the administration of our Association in a very
short period of time. Well done, President Burba!”
Bill Taylor
Collin College
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“It has been such a pleasure to work with Randy
while watching his thoughtfulness and steady
nature. The time and energy he has put in during
his presidency is amazing, and he has been a solid
guide through this challenging transition.”
Pat Patton
University of Regina

“President Burba was the right leader during
the massive transformation and seismic shift
that IACLEA has undergone during his term. His
leadership was steadfast, calming, and visionary
in a constantly changing, unprecedented time of
growth.”
Sue Riseling
IACLEA executive director
“Chief Randy Burba, An exceptional leader with
a positive attitude and dedicated commitment
toward the continued success of IACLEA. Randy is
a true friend and colleague that always strives for
excellence in the best interests of campus public
safety. As incoming President of IACLEA, I will work
my hardest to fill the shoes of a man who has lead
IACLEA through a transition of challenging change.
You have set the bar high, Randy; on behalf of
IACLEA I will carry out your vision to the best of my
ability. Thank you for all that you have done.”
David J. Bousquet
Becker College
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“Randy demonstrates his dedication, professionalism
and commitment to IACLEA every day. During his
term as President, we made major changes to our
organization in order to meet the future needs of
our membership. Due to Randy’s leadership, the
Board of Directors was focused and effective. Thank
you, Randy, for a great year!”
Paul Ominsky
Princeton University

“As international Director, I have spent a lot of
time travelling with President Burba.
He has been a great ambassador for the
association and has greatly increased the
International profile of IACLEA.”
Raymond Wheatley
Dublin City University

“Chief Burba’s forward thinking, no-nonsense
management style has been of great benefit to both
IACLEA and Campus Public Safety around the World
during the past year. Thanks for your visionary
leadership.”
Jasper Cooke
Augusta University

“It has been such a pleasure to work with Randy
while watching his thoughtfulness and steady
nature. The time and energy he has put in during
his presidency is amazing, and he has been a
solid guide through this challenging transition.”
Pat Patton
University of Regina
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